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In this issue we focus on:
l Post Brexit Prospects
l Impact upon Scheme Funding

1. Post Brexit Prospects
Whilst Monday 5th September was a return to ‘business as usual’ in the House of Commons, there’s precious
little that seems usual about the business of Government right now. With the summer break now over – and our
Olympians back with their extraordinary achievements, the business of government is set to face the sternest of
tests.

Brexit will undoubtedly present us with multiple challenges – however for the moment, a freefalling domestic
economy isn’t one of them. In fact, contrary to earlier expectations, the UK economy appears now to be stabilising,
after the post-vote slowdown, and is expected to recover over the remainder of the year. Activity and confidence
seems to be strengthening, thanks in part to our devalued currency enhanced competitiveness. 

The Office of National Statistics reported that a small surplus of income over expenditure was achieved for the
month of July. Nothing unique here, because July is considered to be a lucrative month for the public coffers –
and is one of only two months in the year when as a result of enhanced tax receipts, income surpluses are
generated. Nevertheless, the July surplus of 

£1 billion, when combined with reduced borrowing costs arising from BoE interest rate reductions, initially makes
you wonder whether the Government’s imaginative £55.5 billion net borrowing target for the year just might be
attainable.

Last year (2015-16), the Government’s final net borrowings for the year came in at £76 billion. George Osborne’s
forecast £55.5 billion Deficit for this year always looked to be highly optimistic - and if we now factor in at least
some economic slowdown in the 4th quarter; the new Chancellor’s need to give the economy a post-Brexit vote
boost in this year’s Autumn Statement and a projected slow- down of the housing market, then a £55.5 billion
shortfall looks hopelessly unrealistic.

A Government with increasing borrowing needs would normally herald an increase in Base Rate – but in our new
world of zero, (even negative), interest rates, the ability of the BoE Governor to move rates upwards, without entirely
unsettling the rest of the economy must be almost nil. 

For more than 40 years, the progress of the UK economy has been speeded up or reigned in by BoE Base Rate
adjustment. Excessive growth in the economy has been checked by Base Rate increases, whilst falling growth
and the threat of recession have been reversed by Base Rate reductions. Its crude – but it works... until Base Rate
hits the floor. And that’s pretty much where we are now. 

Now when zero Base Rate meets zero economic growth, the ‘QE’ money printing trick loses its effectiveness –
simply because there’s so little appetite to borrow. Private sector borrowing, to fund business expansion or
business start-up, requires confidence in the outcome – for even at zero interest rates, borrowed capital still has
to be repaid. Under these circumstances the only control levers left to Government are those taxation and
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infrastructure spending. A cut in taxation encourages increases in domestic spending – and the hope that the
resultant economic recovery will correct falling tax receipts. 

Increased infrastructure spending may sound purposeful and worthy – and although it generates jobs, the effect
on the wider economy can be both muted and very long term. Nevertheless, infrastructure spending seems to be
where we’re heading. 

Philip Hammond, the new Chancellor, has already said that the Treasury would continue to invest billions of pounds
in all ‘structural and investment projects’ currently funded by the EU. Should this include the white elephant of HS2
then I will despair – but setting that aside, we know that London’s strangled airport capacity begs a major
investment initiative, especially in recognition of our newfound needs for global trade.

Last month the Government confirmed its approval of an expansion of London City Airport, raising annual flight
movements there from 70,000 to a projected 110,000. But London City Airport’s annual 4.3 million passengers
are dwarfed by Heathrow’s 75 million annual passengers – and it’s at Heathrow that a major government decision
has to be made – and much capital needs to be spent.

In addition to transport infrastructure the Chancellor has said that he will maintain Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP) funding for farmers until 2020, by which time a new domestic system will have been devised to replace it,
whilst also committing new Government funding to digital communications, energy, housing, science and research. 

Against this background, Chancellor Hammond has made it clear that he won’t consider himself committed to
George Osborne’s near-term targets for the balancing of public finances. In other words, intended deficit reductions
won’t now take precedence over support for the domestic economy. And whilst borrowing costs remain near zero,
increasing indebtedness must be tempting.

2. Impact upon Scheme Funding
All of this brings us round to investment prospects and pension matters. Domestically, equity markets have
surprised and held on to post-vote gains, whilst fixed interest markets have posted gains, courtesy of falling yields.
These fixed interest market movements impact heavily upon ‘defined benefit’ pension schemes, even lower interest
rates are a tightening tourniquet upon scheme funding levels and, as a bi-product, are sending transfer values
through the roof – for never has a promised future pension been such a costly commitment.
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